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(Report submitted by Doug Hargrave)
This location was built in the early 1960's by a man who was very heavy in the mafia. He
owned a club that was used as an underground casino. One story was told that the FBI was
coming in to investigate illegal gambling and the owner quickly threw all the gambling machines
into the bayou. The new owners was able to provide evidence to validate this story. The house is
over 10,000 square feet. The walls are covered in 24k gold chips that the original lady of the
house wanted. It was apparent that she had amazingly rich taste. The new owners have not
changed much of this house. It looks the same way it did with the original owners.
The current owners contacted us about paranormal activity that they were experiencing.
The wonderful daughters are very concerned for their parent's safety. They said many things
happened to not only them but guests of the home. The upstairs bedroom was reportedly for the
son of the original owner. It was very cold in just that room. Two team members and one family
member sat in the room doing EVP and spirit box sessions. One team member asked the
question, "Why is it not ok for your wife to have an affair but you can?" Right after saying that
this team member felt three fingers rub her upper back.
Earlier in the evening all team members were on the staircase doing and EVP session. All
three of them had digital recorders by one another and only two recorders captured a feedback
noise. One team member asked "what is that beeping noise?'' Everyone in the room heard the
noise but it was only captured by two recorders. A few moments later we all were heading up
stairs for an EVP session when one team member captured a growl, but was not audibly heard at
the moment. Many questions were asked by one of the daughters. One question was, "Are you
okay?" and the reply was "I'm swell." The daughters recognized the voice because they knew the
original owners family. They believe it to be his son. A later spiritbox session captured a
response to the question, "Are you looking out for our parents?" The response was "he's
coming". We are not sure what was meant by this. The feedback noise continued for more than 6
minutes.
We are very grateful to the owners for allowing us to explore this amazing location. I
hope we will be allowed to return for more investigating.
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